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PRESENTATION
The aim of the CLASS project is to provide teachers with new
pedagogical tools and approaches adapted to new needs in order
to involve organizations and companies with diﬀerent horizons,
not only in education, in a broader vision of education that
focuses not only on knowledge and skills but also on common
universal needs and values.
In the CLASS project, scientiﬁc cooperation between four
European partner countries (Italy, leader, France, Germany and
Portugal) is developing tools to combat early school leaving and
to promote the 8 key competences agreed in the European
framework (EC, 2006 & 2018).

After a year without face-to-face collaboration meetings, due to
COVID restrictions, the Class Team has finally gotten together for a transnational meeting. When French,
German, Portuguese and Italian teachers get involved to test and evaluate good practices in voluntary work as
part of the PCTO, Erasmus C.L.A.S.S., among the top European Key Actions, is born. Guests of the Cité des
Métiers, at La Villette (Science Museum) among the wonderful Atéliers of Fab Lab, teachers met with the
representatives of the Third Sector.
The meeting opened with a managerial briefing by the
project Coordinator in order to check the on-going
progress of the project, followed by an evaluation of the
work in progress to which all the partners contributed.
The meeting continued with a discussion regarding the
Intellectual Outputs of the project, through a presentation
of the Guidelines & National reports, followed by the
partners’ feedback and final agreements.
Another topic of discussion was the finalization of the
project’s E-book focusing on summary and contents.
During the first day of the meeting, the partners also focused on the work done by the schools involved in the
project in each country.
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IV transnational meeting in Paris & Final Event in Guimaraes

The second day was focused on the preparation
of the final conference in Portugal, focusing on
the content of the conference, each partner’s
contribution and the setting a timeframe for
the implementation of each presentation, to
which all partners gave their contribution.
At the end of the discussion, the Coordinator
proceeded to sum up and close the meeting.
https://www.class-erasmusproject.eu/en/startseite/

We are happy to invite
you to our
FINAL EVENT
Guimaraes, 28th
September 2021, 2-5
pm CET
At Escola Secundaria
Francisco de HolandaAEFH, Alameda Dr.
Alfredo Pimenta
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